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Assignment 6.1: Properties of analz

Let us prove some properties of analz . You may use the properties of analz on slide 21 of
Module 7 where appropriate. Induction is only required where indicated. For induction you
can restrict yourself to the cases for rules Inject, Proji, and DecSym. The cases for DecAsym
and OpenSig are very similar to DecSym.

(a) Write down the induction rule associated with the inductive definition of analz .

(b) Prove: analz (G) ∪ analz (H) ⊆ analz (G ∪H).

(c) Prove: analz (analz (H)) = analz (H).
Hint: One direction requires induction on analz . Write down the induction rule derived
from the definition of analz before applying it.

(d) Prove: X ∈ analz (G) ∧G ⊆ analz (H)⇒ X ∈ analz(H).

Assignment 6.2: Inductive definition of Yahalom protocol
Consider the Yahalom protocol in AnB notation:

M1. A→ B : A, NA

M2. B → S : B, {|A, NA, NB|}KBS

M3. S → A : {|B, KAB, NA, NB|}KAS
, {|A, KKAB|}KBS

M4. A→ B : {|A, KAB|}KBS
, {|NB|}KAB

(a) Write down an inductive definition of the set of traces of this protocol. Be careful about
which message parts each agent can see.

(b) Give the premise corresponding to message M4 of the associated induction rule.

(c) Formulate the property that KAB is secret from the server’s point of view.
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Assignment 6.3: A challenge-response protocol
Consider the following signature-based challenge-response protocol CR:

cr1. A→ B : A, B, NA

cr2. B → A : {A, NA}inv(pk(B))

(a) Inductively define the set cr of traces of this protocol.

(b) Write down the induction rule for this protocol.

(c) The property that A weakly authenticates B on the second protocol message cr2 (non-
injective agreement on cr2) has the following shape:

A 6= i, B 6= i ` Auth(A, B, NA, tr)

Informally, the predicate Auth(A, B, NA, tr) states that if A has sent the first protocol
message to B and received the second message, then B was the sender of the second
message. Formalize Auth(A, B, NA, tr).

Hint: Since there are no receive events in this model, use the fact that a message M ap-
pears as a part of the intruder knowledge, i.e., M ∈ parts(IK (tr)), as an approximation
of the fact that an agent has received M .

(d) Apply the induction rule, and write down and prove the premise corresponding to the
intruder.

Hint: Here is a list of properties that you will need in your proof. Simplification rules
for IK and set:

set(tr · A→ B : M) = {A→ B : M} ∪ set(tr) (1)
IK (tr · A→ B : M) = {M} ∪ IK (tr) (2)

Here is an injectiveness property for events:

(A→ B : M) = (C → D : M ′)⇒ A = C ∧B = D ∧M = M ′ (3)

The following property relates parts and analz :

X ∈ analz (H)⇒ X ∈ parts(H) (4)

The next property describes the different ways in which a signature can be synthesized:

{M}inv(K) ∈ synth(H)
⇒ ({M}inv(K) ∈ H) ∨ (inv(K) ∈ H ∧M ∈ synth(H))

(5)

Here is the main lemma to reason about the intruder:
X ∈ synth(analz (IK (tr))) ∧m ∈ parts({X} ∪ IK (tr))
⇒ m ∈ synth(analz (IK (tr))) ∪ parts(IK (tr))

(6)

The following property of the protocol CR states that long-term private keys remain
secret in all traces:

∀A.∀tr ∈ CR. inv(pk(A)) ∈ analz (IK (tr))⇔ A = i (7)
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